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Category:Rebuilt video games Category:Video games developed in Germany Category:Video games
with re-recorded audio Category:Video game sequels Category:Video games with expansion packs
Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only games Category:2014 video games
Category:Video games set in the 1940sQ: REPLACE in mysql update query In MYSQL, I am trying to
find out, if a row in an table contains the string'script.pl' and if so, replace the row with a string that
includes the script.pl file path. I've tried: UPDATE `contacts` SET title = REPLACE(title,'script.pl',
'.../other/file') WHERE `contacts`.`title` LIKE'script.pl'; A: you can use SUBSTRING_INDEX UPDATE
`contacts` SET title = SUBSTRING_INDEX(title,'script.pl', -1) WHERE `contacts`.`title`
LIKE'script.pl'; Q: How to use two RegExp to match strings of different format? I want to do
something like this: myRegexp = /my/reg/expression/; newRegexp = new RegExp('this "must be" a
my expression'); The point is, I need to match the first regex as best as possible and then do my own
replacing and then return all the strings that does not match myRegexp. I don't have a lot of
experience with RegExp and what I need to do it's a bit obscure for me. The only useful resource I
got was this answer: RegEx match open tags except XHTML self-contained tags A: You can try
something like: var re = /(.*?)/gi; var s = "This is some text with an a link."; var m; while(m =
re.exec(s)) { document.write(m[1]+""); } Basically it walks through all of the matches looking for
and
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